21 July 2008

Dear Joe,
I invested in StarPower mid 1998,
The following emails, DOC’s, and PDF’s were in the folder that I
put online a month and a half ago, for your review and
download.
The DOC’s that I have here on my computer cover 2004-2008
time period… They include my written record of conversations
with our former Chairman Nathan Morton (RIP) Nathan passed
away Dec 2005. Neither he before his untimely death or
StarPower have ever responded.
I will add the content of each DOC or email as possible to
improve on the TIME and Content of each item of discussion
per your request…
The items (emails and PDF’s of emails) cover 2004-2008.
I will continue to improve them to achieve my Intel training of
“clear and crisp as best as possible.”
Gordon Kraft
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May 31, 2004

Digital Home Theater Whitepaper

Jun 16, 2006

WiFi Digital Boardroom, Home Theater MacMini

Aug. 2005 StarPower Business Plan. (New) see email from
Daniel giving me crap… Dec 28, 2005 Future of Retail…
IMPORTANT!

Jan. 19, 2005 Life and Stuff to Nathan…
Mar. 18, 2004

some input to Nathan…

IMPORTANT
IMPORTANT

Apr. 11, 2004 StarPower Digital Living Project
Apr. 16, 2004 The StarPower Digital Living Home Theater
Apr. 27, 2004 SDLP.doc PDF format
May 9, 2004 Nathan met with Nathan
May 22, 2004 StarPower BestBuy Actions Nathan
May 24, 2004 Gordon’s report Daniel to Nathan
May 29, 2004 just to show how fast media centers are
growing – IMPORTANT from Nathan
Jun 12, 2004 Nathan sell stock IMPORTANT !!!!
July 24, 2004 Nathan input HUGH idea
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Sept 08, 2004 Illegal transfer of shares?
Oct. 15 Split shares 83,332 to 41,666 for Krystle

Oct. 28, 2004 Franchise StarPower? Nathan - James Auer
Franchise Development Proposal 10-1-04
Nov. 06, 2004 Skunkworks, Pidgeons complaining about
Nathan I told them to grant you 1M shares…
Jun 29, 2005 recent email questions setup MacMini at
StarPower
Jul 05, 2005 CompUSA GoodGuys store Nathan working on
BestBuy Strategy…
Jul 08, 2004 Gordon’s BOD Whitepaper Presentation
July 17, 2005 StarPower Business Plan Jeff Anderson
Dec. 28, 2005 Future of Retail, grow or buy out shareholders.
MAJOR!!!

Oct. 15, 2007 StarPower Arizona Legal overview
Oct. 17, 2007 Special Resolution PPM
June 2008 Annual StarPower Report
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Dear Nathan,
Thanks for the call, it was timely.
I appreciate your assistance in resolving the issues that we
discussed.
Per your request to submit some of the ideas and
improvements for StarPower that I believe that need to be
done to increase the growth rate.
In short, the company needs to evolve into one that has
greater customer traffic, and greater daily revenues.
In order to do this, I have for several years waited for several
planned improvements with the StarPower Website. It is an
area that I personally would like to help in the management of
this important use of technology to communicate with our
customers.
The increase of traffic would center on the display of evolving
technologies in the Smart House arena. This subject has been
discussed for too long now, and with the emergence of
Microsoft and Intel to name a few, for Digital Living, there
needs to be a immediate plan developed and implementation of
that plan. This is another area that my expertise is of value to
StarPower. Intel recently announced the availability of a
$200M Digital Living Fund for investment to companies that
focus on this new area.
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It is now completely clear that the Digital Living product area is
growing at a rate beyond our understanding. YOU probably
know more about this due to your contacts...
In short, I have offered to work with you and StarPower, in the
above-mentioned recommended improvements.
If you simply look at building a retail AV chain that leads and
not follows, it is clear that Apple is leading the ease of use for
Digital Camera and Digital Video Camera software, as well as
leading the industry in the MP3 Audio market. Then take a
close look at the industry changes in process, and map out a
way to increase sales and profits.
I would like to have you and I meet with Steve Jobs for
example, to discuss how StarPower with its high end marketing
successes of Home Entertainment would be of benefit to
Apple, and or Intel and Microsoft...
As far as selling some or all of my StarPower stock previously
discussed in our last Board meeting, of which I recently found
out from Daniel that I am the largest individual shareholder of
the company does not bear out the attention that the
company has paid to my attempts to help. One would think
that the company would be much more respectful that it has
been in the past few years... I have observed a reduction in
this area from David, and an unacceptable level of rudeness. I
expect this to be addressed.
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I also expected to have more communication to your
commitments to me.
I have always respected you. And even admired you. But your
performance over the past several years is suspect at this
time. I would much rather help than to be negative.
The ball is in your court. I would want an initial positive
response from you and StarPower within the next 10 days.
Thank you for your friendship and attention to this overdue
matter.
Please feel free to share this email with the other StarPower
shareholders.
Gordon Kraft
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Wed, Dec 07, 2005
Nathan Morton RIP email to Daniel and David.
The Pidgeons (David and Daniel) had been telling very negative
stories about the financial demise of Nathan’s estate ($700K of
adbances from Nathan’s new Light company, and now Patty would
have to pay taxes on the money, I thought how come they know
this? Patty Morton had been pressing StarPower for info and what
StarPower planned to do for Nathan’s family… ie. Key Man
insurance, etc. years pay, etc.
I recommended that StarPower utilize our attorney’s to properly
handle Patty’s inquiry’s. David showed NO sign of caring or even
feeling any responsibility, rather he was talking shit about Nathan,
and the body was hardly cold in the ground…
I thought how cold and unfeeling the Pidgeons were, no wonder
they didn’t give a shit about anyone but themselves…
I suggested AiLibrary FutureNow weekends to drive customer
traffic into StarPower, and my requirements…

